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INTRODUCTION

In George Packer’s seminal 2013 book about the Great Recession, *The Unwinding*, he provides one over-arching thesis. In his view, the “structures that had been in place . . . the norms that made the old institutions useful, began to unwind, and the leaders abandoned their posts [so that] the Roosevelt Republic that had reigned for almost half a century came undone. The void was filled by the default force in American life—organized money.”1

This Note analyzes the “unwinding” of one of President Roosevelt’s most lasting institutions—the federally-insured, thirty-year fixed-rate mortgage serving middle-income homeowners—and explains how organized money filled the void. Indeed, quietly, hundreds of thousands of predominantly low- and moderate-income communities were impacted by this shift. This Note explores three subjects that are generally not addressed by existing legal academic scholarship

---

related to the foreclosure crisis and its continuing effects. First, most scholarship evaluating the foreclosure crisis has focused on other areas of the mortgage market, including subprime and other predatory loans. This Note supplements that work by examining the federal government’s own efforts to compete with subprime products, including the Federal Housing Administration’s (FHA) policy changes leading up to the crisis. Second, most scholarship examining the federal government’s subsequent interventions to stem the crisis have focused on the bank bailouts and other efforts in the private market, including the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) or litigation against entities that securitized loans. To supplement that work, this Note analyzes the FHA’s unique role in the immediate aftermath of the crisis as a countercyclical backstop that absorbed portions of the failing private mortgage market by providing federal insurance to faltering lenders and mortgages held by highly risky borrowers at risk of foreclosure.

Third, the note analyzes ongoing efforts by the FHA to sell those same loans through a special process, the Distressed Asset Stabilization Program (DASP), to serve a set of policy goals and to avoid initiating foreclosure against highly delinquent borrowers. DASP is reflective of a broader model for other federal government efforts to manage high volumes of delinquent debt in a cost-effective manner. Indeed, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac also sold thousands of pooled non-performing notes to private investors. Moreover, some members of the U.S. Senate have proposed authorizing the Department of Education to sell federally-insured student loan debt to private investors who offer to refinance loan terms. Therefore, the findings and recommendations in this Note are widely applicable to a wide range of policy domains.

After providing some background on the FHA and the federally insured mortgage, Part I describes how market forces and government actions leading up to the foreclosure crisis undermined long-standing FHA lending practices to compete with subprime products and then, in the immediate aftermath of the crisis, used federal insurance as a countercyclical backstop when the housing market collapsed. Then, as Part II illustrates, when the FHA’s mortgage portfolio incurred un-

preceded losses and federally-insured borrowers defaulted in record numbers, the government turned to private equity investors and hedge funds to sell pools of loans through DASP.

Part III analyzes the impact of the decision to sell federally-insured loans to a limited number of dominant private firms. For example, Part III evaluates how, for DASP loans, the government undermined traditional borrower protections associated with federally-insured loans and judicial foreclosure, imposed costs disproportionately on lower-income African American and Hispanic neighborhoods, and put private equity investors, rather than the government or homeowners, in the driver’s seat when it came time to rebuild housing markets in communities decimated by the Great Recession. Finally, Part IV provides a set of lessons and recommendations for the FHA to consider before the next housing downturn. It also includes ideas for further research and recommends design changes so that DASP can better maximize bids and protect borrowers and distressed communities.

I. FHA AND THE FORECLOSURE CRISIS

Part I of this Note provides the historical foundation for the rest of the paper’s analysis and explains how the federal government, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in particular, emerged as a holder of so many delinquent residential home loans during the foreclosure crisis. First, it will broadly describe the FHA’s history and its policies regarding single-family residential loan insurance. Next, it will discuss the FHA’s evolving business model in the 1990s and 2000s in response to the rise of subprime mortgage products. Finally, Part I will conclude by examining the legal mechanisms used by HUD to respond to mass borrower defaults on mortgages insured by the FHA during the foreclosure crisis.

A. FHA: Background and History

The National Housing Act of 1934\(^5\) established the FHA to address a “crisis in mortgage delinquencies and foreclosures”\(^6\) during the Great Depression that led to mass evictions and bank failures after lenders’ entire residential mortgage portfolios were wiped out.\(^7\)


\(^7\) Id. at 10.
Among other functions, the FHA, which was later made an agency of HUD, insures loans on single-family homes that meet certain statutory terms and that are financed by private, approved lenders to borrowers who meet specific underwriting criteria. Almost immediately, the standard FHA-insured mortgage was considered a “win-win” for both borrowers and lenders. Borrowers received the benefit of more favorable loan terms that they could pay off with a consistent monthly mortgage payment over decades. Lenders, meanwhile, had “security in making loans” because they knew the FHA was “acting as a backstop against mass foreclosures” and that they would “not have to carry thousands of foreclosed properties in case of a new crash.” In setting statutory loan terms, FHA-insured mortgages became the nation’s standard model for single-family residential loans. To secure the promise of federal insurance, lenders were systematically incentivized, and thus decided, to provide standardized loans with FHA-mandated terms including lower down payments, full amortization over long periods of time, and lower interest rates.

Today, FHA insurance remains a popular option for both borrowers and lenders. To receive FHA insurance, borrowers pay two separate premiums. First, borrowers pay a premium at the loan’s closing. Second, borrowers pay annual mortgage insurance premiums that are spread out evenly across each month and are included in their monthly mortgage payments. Premiums help finance the Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund (MMI Fund), which functions as the insurance pro-

---

8. 12 U.S.C.A. § 1709(b)(3)–(9) (West 2016) (requiring thirty- or thirty-five-year amortization periods, negotiated interest rates, and a 3.5% down payment that can be paid by borrower or family members, and other required terms).
9. Id. § 1708(c)–(d) (lenders or “mortgagees” are approved by the Mortgagee Review Board based on certain statutory eligibility criteria).
10. Id. § 1709(b)(1)(2) (2016) (describing property appraisal requirements); see also U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., HUD 4155.1, MORTGAGE CREDIT ANALYSIS FOR MORTGAGE INSURANCE § 1.A.1.b (2016) (listing factors for an underwriter to consider when “determin[ing] a borrower’s creditworthiness”).
12. Id. at 39.
14. KENNETH T. JACKSON, CRABGRASS FRONTIER: THE SUBURBANIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES 204–05 (1985) (concluding that FHA insurance was responsible for lowering down payments from thirty percent to ten percent of appraised value, extending loans to a 25 or 30-year amortization period, and causing interest rates to fall by two to three percent).
16. Id. §§ 1708(a)(6) & 1709(c)(2)(B) (permitting premium adjustments but also limiting increases); see also Jones, supra note 13, at 4.
gram’s cash reserves. Insurance benefits are then paid out of the MMI Fund to indemnify lenders by providing the full amount of the unpaid principal balance remaining on the mortgage to mitigate the lender’s losses and satisfy other lender claims.

B. FHA’s History of Foreclosure Alternatives

Traditionally, to deal with serious borrower defaults where reinstatement of a loan was no longer an option, the FHA would pay out insurance benefits only after a servicer foreclosed on an FHA-insured mortgage and after the servicer had conveyed title to the property to HUD. Initial changes to this model, including allowing direct assignment of the property to HUD prior to foreclosure, were authorized in 1959. However, HUD only started to operate an alternative “Mortgage Assignment Program” in 1976 through a consent decree with low-income homeowners from Chicago.

Under that model, after borrowers applied to HUD directly, the government would accept assignment of the mortgage from lenders and negotiate directly with distressed homeowners to provide relief. For example, the government would agree to a temporary forbearance by promising not to foreclose on the borrower for up to thirty-six months or would provide other financial assistance to borrowers so they could meet their obligations under the loan. According to government audits, the Mortgage Assignment Program was “not fully successful in helping borrowers avoid foreclosure and retain their homes on a long-term basis” and imposed significant additional costs and program losses that made it more difficult for the “single-family insurance program to maintain financial self-sufficiency.” In general,

18. Id. § 1710(a)(5).
19. See National Housing Act of 1934, Pub. L. No. 73-479, § 204(a), 48 Stat. 1246 (“In any case in which the mortgagee under an insured mortgage shall have foreclosed and taken possession of the mortgaged property . . . the mortgagee shall be entitled upon the prompt conveyance to the Administrator of title . . . to receive the benefits of the insurance.”).
22. GAO Homeownership, supra note 20, at 1.
23. Id.
24. Id. at 1–2.
government audits blamed two aspects of the program’s design for these issues. First, the HUD process for accepting struggling borrowers’ loans into the program was cumbersome and borrowers often amassed substantial further delinquencies while their application was under review. Second, the program provided a long thirty-six-month relief period for borrowers, whereas more successful programs run by other agencies had shorter relief periods or immediately re-amortized the loan and required re-performance.

As a result, Congress terminated the program in April 1996 in favor of a loss mitigation program that would compensate lenders who provided delinquent borrowers alternatives to foreclosure—including “special forbearance, loan modification, and deeds in lieu of foreclosure.” Under this loss mitigation program, assignment of a mortgage to HUD could take place only after the lender had “modified the mortgage to cure the default” using the available loss mitigation alternatives for which the lender was also compensated. In essence, during the mitigation process, HUD no longer directly negotiated with distressed FHA borrowers but instead deferred to servicers to perform that function.

In 1998, Congress amended Section 204 of the National Housing Act to once again provide HUD the authority to accept the direct assignment of mortgages. Now, if a mortgage was in “monetary default” for at least three months, HUD could pay out partial insurance benefits to lenders after the loan was assigned directly to HUD. Still, Congress explicitly limited the scope of HUD’s authority to subsequently negotiate with borrowers after the loan was assigned to the government. The statute reaffirmed that “no mortgage assigned” could take part in a program that was “the same or substantially equivalent” to the old Mortgage Assignment Program. Thus, HUD had two op-

25. Id. at 9–10.
26. Id. at 14.
28. Id. § 230(b)(1)(B).
tions to deal with delinquent loans prior to foreclosure. First, the government could partially pay out insurance benefits to compensate lenders who took direct loss mitigation actions with borrowers before foreclosing on the property. Second, HUD could accept assignment of the mortgage themselves. However, the extent to which HUD could manage those mortgages after assignment and negotiate with borrowers to avoid foreclosure remained uncertain.

As a result, when a borrower was delinquent on an FHA-insured loan, bargaining to avoid foreclosure would typically take place only between the lender and the borrower. HUD was involved only in the modification process indirectly. First, HUD could compensate the lender for agreeing to terms that would avoid foreclosure.32 Second, HUD also regulated the alternative mitigation efforts that lenders could offer and borrowers could accept.33 Finally, HUD could still hold the mortgage pursuant to an assignment so long as the government did not directly intervene to provide loss-mitigating benefits on its own to borrowers. Importantly, HUD could also still use the traditional model—paying out insurance benefits upon foreclosure and conveyance of title to HUD.34

These changes over time reflected a growing concern that HUD had operated too rigidly and lacked the capacity, flexibility, or expertise to work directly with delinquent borrowers. Instead, after 1998, the government sought to provide parties with greater flexibility.35 In this view, a flexible process providing borrowers and lenders the opportunity to negotiate would ensure borrowers, lenders, and the government all avoided a range of costs associated with the lengthy foreclosure process.36 In addition, the government, as an insurer, could avoid transaction and program costs that had proven expensive and unsustainable under the Mortgage Assignment Program. Meanwhile, borrowers could still benefit from programs that would enable them to stay in their homes. For almost a decade, this system worked reasonably well. Eventually, however, the foreclosure crisis exposed its flaws.

32. § 1710(a)(2).
34. § 1710(a)(1)(B)–(C).
36. Id. at 302 (“[A]n aggressive and effective loss mitigation program. . . . could keep families in their homes longer and would, most certainly, decrease losses to the FHA insurance fund.”).
C. FHA and the Rise of Subprime Products in the 1990s and Early 2000s

The next two sections of this Note focus on answering a critical question: How did the FHA, an agency designed to be self-sustaining, end up requiring its first-ever infusion of billions of dollars to cover its losses? Section I.C analyzes how the FHA, in the 1990s and especially in the mid-2000s, began insuring deeply risky loans to compete with subprime products in predominantly African American and Hispanic markets by lowering its loan standards and failing to police fraud. Section I.D then evaluates the federal government’s immediate response to the foreclosure crisis, when the Obama administration purposefully used the FHA to help manage the effects of the crisis by allowing lenders to migrate to the FHA from the collapsing portions of the market and by not readjusting its riskier lending standards. Indeed, the FHA intentionally acted as a countercyclical backstop for the broader housing market. In the process, the agency insured its worst performing book of mortgages in its history.

Officials at the FHA essentially were being asked to accomplish three conflicting policy goals. They were asked to stabilize the broader housing market, provide low- and moderate-income borrowers continuous access to homeownership, and act as an insurer that limited its exposure to risk. Often, when these goals were in direct conflict, the FHA decided to take on more long-term risk to serve its more immediate goals related to market stability and homeownership promotion.

First, this Note explores the FHA’s decision-making leading up to the foreclosure crisis. Scholarship related to the FHA has frequently focused on its historical role as “the most important factor encouraging white suburbanization and reinforcing the segregation of blacks.”37 Indeed, from the 1930s to the late 1960s, the FHA used subjective criteria like “economic stability” and “protection from adverse influences” in its Underwriting Manual, along with neighborhood appraisal maps that redlined largely urban and majority-minority neighborhoods, in order to discriminate against prospective African-American homeowners by designating those neighborhoods “ineligible for loan guarantees.”38 Through these tactics, for decades the FHA

intentionally and overtly denied the benefits of the standard FHA-insured mortgage to minority homeowners.\textsuperscript{39}

By the 1990s, however, the opposite was true. In fact, analysts noted a “relatively heavy reliance of black and Hispanic customers on FHA loans” compared to their white counterparts.\textsuperscript{40} Though the terms of FHA loans are favorable and may provide real benefits to borrowers, the shift to FHA-insured loans is not without negative consequences. Most importantly, depending on the circumstances, FHA loans can be more expensive than conventional loans for certain borrowers because of the high cost of FHA premiums and other associated fees.\textsuperscript{41}

While some scholars cite innocent explanations for this shift, others argue this too reflected a form of discrimination.\textsuperscript{42} Some plaintiffs have argued that steering black homeowners to the FHA option is a form of “reverse redlining”—defined as a practice where “lenders or mortgage brokers, presuming a lack of financial sophistication, aggressively market loans to blacks or Hispanics or to particular neighborhoods.”\textsuperscript{43} Studies showed that mortgage brokers were 6.7% more likely to steer black homeowners to FHA loans compared to white homeowners.\textsuperscript{44} In part, this “steering” might reflect mortgage brokers’ and lenders’ “paternalistic policies” and discriminatory assumptions that black homeowners should be provided FHA-insured loans because lenders perceived minority homeowners as higher-risk borrowers.\textsuperscript{45} Recently, the City of Los Angeles unsuccessfully argued that Wells Fargo’s steering of black and Hispanic homeowners to FHA rather than conventional loans constituted a Fair Housing Act violation, in part because the high cost of insurance premiums meant these

\begin{flushright}


41. See \textit{supra} notes 15–16 and accompanying text.


43. Been et al., \textit{supra} note 2, at 370.

44. \textit{Ross & Yinger, supra} note 40, at 59.

45. \textit{Id.} at 65.
\end{flushright}
loans were more expensive in the aggregate and in terms of monthly payments.\textsuperscript{46}

On the other hand, more innocent explanations posit that minority homeowners might choose FHA-insured loans rather than conventional loans based on imperfect information and a history of those loans having “long been the primary source of credit for minority households.”\textsuperscript{47} Of course, most often, borrowers may choose an FHA loan because it is the best or only loan appropriate for their financial situation. In addition, to the extent race correlates with incomes and credit scores, other academics conclude a heavy reliance on FHA loans by low- and moderate-income borrowers may legitimately reflect credit-worthiness because lower income borrowers have “elevated risks of default . . . [and] FHA insurance decreases the downside risk to lenders.”\textsuperscript{48}

By the late 1990s and early 2000s, however, black and Hispanic borrowers who had previously relied on FHA-insured loans were turning to alternative mortgage products. Government sponsored enterprise (GSE) backed mortgages were long cited as “stiff competition to FHA mortgages because borrowers could get them more quickly and with lower fees.”\textsuperscript{49} Later, the market expanded when unconventional subprime mortgage products proliferated to attract the population that had come to rely on FHA-insured loans. Subprime loans, at least initially, compared favorably to both FHA-insured and GSE-backed loans for these borrowers. First, subprime loans typically, at least initially, had more affordable terms. Adjustable interest rates with incredibly low initial teaser rates ensured lower monthly payments relative to their fixed-rate FHA counterparts at the front-end.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, high loan-to-value ratios and “piggyback loans” to cover portions of a down-payment fully eliminated or reduced the need for borrowers to provide a down-payment.\textsuperscript{51} Of course, these products

\begin{flushleft}
47. Ross & Yinger, supra note 40, at 251.
48. Engel & McCoy, supra note 42, at 1277.
50. Levitin & Wachter, supra note 2, at 1196 (citing adjustable rate mortgages with initial monthly payments between $150 and $903.50 compared to fixed rate mortgages with initial monthly payments of $1,079.19 for a hypothetical borrower).
\end{flushleft}
also often had limited amortization over time, leading to large balloon payments at the back end.\(^{52}\)

Second, lenders were competing for loans to securitize and needed to support high origination volume goals. Therefore, both GSE-backed lenders and private lenders lowered their underwriting standards for subprime products. When they engaged in any underwriting process, lenders would approve borrowers based on "their ability to pay the initial below market teaser rate."\(^{53}\) Even worse, subprime lenders often simply abandoned any underwriting process at all—providing so-called "low-doc" or "no-doc" stated income loans where lenders did not even verify borrower incomes.\(^{54}\) The FHA largely maintained tougher underwriting standards and "required detailed documentation and down payments."\(^{55}\) Third, in part due to non-existent documentation requirements, borrowers secured subprime mortgages very quickly. On the other hand, securing an FHA-insured product was a more laborious, lengthier, and therefore costlier process for borrowers.\(^{56}\) Moreover, underwriting and other fees remained relatively high for FHA loans compared to their subprime competitors. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, in the 2000s, lenders purposefully targeted minority homeowners when marketing these products, engaging in "predatory practices [that] are most frequently found in connection with subprime lending."\(^{57}\)

In combination, these factors ensured subprime loans crowded out FHA loans in serving parts of the mortgage market that the FHA had previously grown to dominate—namely, serving low- and moderate-income African American and Hispanic borrowers and neighborhoods. Between 1999 and 2006 for example, "FHA’s market share by dollar volume fell from 7.96 percent to 1.75 percent."\(^{58}\) At the same time, subprime loans gained a large portion of the market share in predominantly African American and Hispanic neighborhoods.\(^{59}\)

52. Levitin & Wachter, supra note 2, at 1196.
53. Id. at 1200.
54. Engel & McCoy, supra note 51 at 36–37.
55. Id. at 39.
56. Id.
58. Engel & McCoy, supra note 51, at 39.
59. The data here are startling and show the emergence of subprime products among minority borrowers across income levels. In 1993, only eight percent of refinance loans in predominantly black neighborhoods and one percent of refinance loans in white neighborhoods were subprime products. By 1998, HUD found that "subprime lending accounted for 51 percent of refinance loans" in black neighborhoods but accounted for only "9 percent in predominantly white neighborhoods." U.S. Dep’t of
Meanwhile, during the George W. Bush administration, the FHA eventually responded to this new competition for its “market share” by altering its standards.\textsuperscript{60} First, the FHA lowered its underwriting standards, accepting borrowers with lower credit scores like its GSE and private subprime counterparts, though it did so more gradually. In fact, by “November 2007, 62.8 percent of FHA borrowers were either deep subprime (scores less than 600) or subprime (scores between 601 and 660).”\textsuperscript{61} The percentage of borrowers with lower quality credit (“deep subprime” or “subprime”) receiving FHA-insured loans steadily and gradually increased from 2000 to 2007, as seen in Figure 1.\textsuperscript{62}

\textsuperscript{60} For a comprehensive account of these changes, see Marsha Courchane et al., \textit{Industry Changes in the Market for Mortgage Loans}, \textit{41 Conn. L. Rev.} 1143, 1171 (2009). See also Jo Becker et al., \textit{White House Philosophy Stoked Mortgage Bonfire}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, Dec. 20, 2008, at A1 (in response to a fear of subprime predatory lending, FHA Commissioner Brian Montgomery advocated for a robust plan to “address the risky subprime lending practices” but eventually settled for a “narrower plan . . . so it could lure back subprime borrowers” at the urging of more senior officials). Indeed, Commissioner Montgomery frequently focused on promoting reforms to expand FHA’s market share relative to subprime products. See, e.g., U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, \textit{Decline in the Agency’s Market Share Was Associated with Product and Process Developments of Other Mortgage Market Participants 46} (2007) (responding to the fact that “some of FHA’s traditional borrowers are being enticed . . . into signing up for subprime mortgage products,” Commissioner Montgomery reiterated the need for the FHA to gain “additional flexibility, new mortgage insurance products, and risk-based pricing [so] it can continue to reach down the risk ladder”).


\textsuperscript{62} Id.
The FHA also focused on securing market share by reducing down-payment requirements for prospective borrowers. For example, the government increased loan-to-value ratios and began authorizing the provision of “down-payment assistance” beginning in 1997. From 2000 to 2004, the percentage of FHA-insured loans receiving down-payment assistance increased from six to thirty percent. The FHA permitted the provision of down-payment assistance only where the grants came from family members or a non-profit third party without an interest in the sale of the property. Still, the FHA accepted schemes in which the seller used a non-profit intermediary to funnel down-payment assistance to the buyer and the seller then increased the price of the home above its fair market value to account for that donation while securing insurance for that full, inflated value. Eventually, during the foreclosure crisis, “claim rates for seller-funded down-payment assistance loans [were] almost three times greater than those of other loans.”

FHA-insured loans were also not immune to the widespread fraud endemic to the subprime market. During the rise of subprime, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found in 2000 that HUD’s initial review of lenders prior to their qualification as approved

\[63. \text{Immergluck, supra note 37 at 91.}\]
\[64. \text{Id.}\]
\[65. \text{Id.}\]
\[66. \text{Id.}\]
FHA lenders was haphazard and that, even when lenders exhibited “poor performance” and engaged in “program violations,” HUD failed to hold them accountable.68 The GAO also cited HUD’s “2020 Management Reform Plan,” announced in 1997, which had cut the staff at field offices responsible for approving and recertifying lenders by fifty percent, as a major obstacle to enforcement of FHA lender standards.69 As a result, even when evidence of high default rates, outright violations of lending standards, or convictions for criminal mortgage fraud mounted, the FHA failed to prevent troubled lenders from continuing to originate FHA-insured loans.70

After the subprime market collapsed, many former subprime lenders migrated to FHA lending. HUD, which still lacked sufficient screeners, was “inundated with requests” from demonstrably poor performing lenders.71 According to findings from HUD’s Inspector General, by 2008 the number of lender applications approved by the FHA tripled compared to the number in 2007.72 Oftentimes the “FHA did not obtain or consider negative information” about lenders prior to approving them for the program.73 Some legal scholars have also shown that around the same time “predatory lenders” could make “predatory, FHA-insured loans and insulate themselves somewhat from the cost of defaults.”74

In summary, though less exposed relative to other segments of the mortgage market, FHA-insured loans were still infected by the so-called subprime virus. Lender fraud, reduced underwriting standards, and unsustainable down-payment assistance programs emerged as real threats to the consistent performance of the FHA’s portfolio. Two other factors made the FHA uniquely exposed to the subprime virus. First, the “spillover effects” from mass subprime foreclosures in low- to moderate income, predominantly minority neighborhoods reduced

---


69. Id. at 8.


71. Engel & McCoy, supra note 51, at 136.


73. Id. at 1. HUD’s Deputy Assistant Secretary “generally agreed with most of the content of the report and the recommendations.” Id. at 2.

74. Engel & McCoy, supra note 42, at 1278.
home values in neighborhoods jointly served by the FHA. 75 In addition, as the next section explains, the Obama administration’s response to the foreclosure crisis relied heavily on FHA insurance as a means of rescuing the nation’s housing market. This strategy exposed the FHA to further losses and pushed it to the breaking point.

D. The Subprime Bubble Bursts and FHA Doubles Down

In 2007, as subprime competitors filed for bankruptcy due to mass defaults, 76 FHA-insured loans were still performing better than their subprime counterparts. Some FHA-insured loans, especially those provided to less credit-worthy, “deep subprime” borrowers, suffered higher rates of default. 77 However, as Figure 2 demonstrates, the FHA’s default rates did not spike until 2010, and deep subprime FHA borrowers did not mirror the default rates suffered by other subprime FHA borrowers until 2012. 78

---

75. See, e.g., Justin Steil, Innovative Responses to Foreclosures: Paths to Neighborhood Stability and Housing Opportunity, 1 Colum. J. Race & L. 63, 84–85 (2011) (discussing the consequences of foreclosures on neighborhoods including “reduced property tax revenues” and impacts on property values).


78. Demyanyk & Kolliner, supra note 61.
These timing differences suggest that strategic choices made after the onset of the crisis by both Bush and Obama administration officials, in addition to competitive choices made by the Bush administration to lower standards and permit seller-provided down-payment assistance prior to the crisis, led to some of the FHA’s losses. In fact, the FHA’s portfolio continues to deal with consequences which derive from the government’s immediate response to the foreclosure crisis. Beginning in 2007 and 2008, as the subprime market faltered, the FHA began insuring “about 6,000 loans a day, four times the amount in 2006.”

The dramatic increase in volume was partially driven by market forces. Once borrowers and suspect lenders no longer had access to the subprime market, they undoubtedly turned to the FHA. High rates of delinquency also likely reflected the impact of the subprime virus—as property values in predominantly low- and moderate-income neighborhoods suffered and unemployment rose, FHA-insured loans also suffered. On the other hand, the FHA’s growing market share, and the subsequent poor performance of these loans reflected a series of purposeful policy choices.

First, HUD established programs to refinance delinquent borrowers out of subprime products and into FHA-endorsed products. For
example, the FHA Secure Program allowed subprime borrowers who defaulted on a mortgage immediately after their adjustable rate “reset” to a higher unsustainable rate to refinance into an FHA-insured mortgage.\(^81\) HUD’s Fiscal Year 2008 report to Congress indicated that 368,718 homeowners utilized the program by September 2008.\(^82\) However, HUD terminated the program, established in September 2007, after only fifteen months, because “maintaining the program . . . would have a negative financial impact on the MMI Fund” threatening “the suspension of FHA’s single family insurance programs altogether.”\(^83\)

Soon after, Congress authorized a similar program, Hope for Homeowners, to provide up to $300 billion in insurance obligations to delinquent subprime borrowers refinancing into FHA-insured loans.\(^84\) Very few borrowers participated in the program,\(^85\) even after Congress later permitted the FHA to increase the loan-to-value ratio requirements from 90% to 96.5%.\(^86\) Government officials continued efforts to refinance subprime borrowers into FHA-insured loans over the next five years.\(^87\) Like any insurance risk pool, a lack of participation actually meant the FHA was taking on more risk by endorsing only a subset of highly distressed loans. Lenders who did refinance using these programs needed to also write down significant portions of the remaining principal, a step lenders were unwilling to take if they could still recoup a portion of their losses.\(^88\) As a result, the economics ensured an “adverse selection problem”—lenders would “retain loans with a higher expected recovery rate” and refinance loans into the

\(^81\) Courchane et al., supra note 60, at 1172.

\(^82\) FHA FY 2008 REPORT, supra note 77, at 8–9.

\(^83\) Paul Jackson, HUD Kills FHA Secure, HOUSING WIRE (Dec. 29, 2008) (quoting HUD MORTGAGEE LETTER 2008-41 announcing the termination of the FHA Secure program).


\(^87\) Binyamin Appelbaum, President to Offer Way for Easing Home Debt, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 25, 2012, at A20 (discussing legislation to expand FHA refinancing eligibility for many borrowers with privately held loans); Lynnley Browning, Options for the 'Underwater', N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 13, 2011, at RE9 (discussing FHA’s Short Refi program).

\(^88\) Levitin, supra note 85, at 635 (reporting that Hope for Homeowners “requires lenders to write down loans to a 85.5 percent LTV ratio based on a new, independent appraisal”).
FHA portfolio only where the FHA would “be overpaying for bum loans.”

Second, the FHA also increasingly focused on insuring newly originated home purchase loans. In Fiscal Year 2008, the FHA endorsed 1.2 million purchase loans, almost three times the amount it had endorsed in Fiscal Year 2007. The huge increase in FHA-insured originations served two broader purposes. First, federal officials believed the protection of government insurance for newly originated loans, even if the loans were risky, would help prevent the housing market from falling off a cliff in the immediate term. Second, federal officials believed a higher volume of originations would help the FHA shore up its reserves because new borrowers had to pay premiums upon closing.

The makeup of the new home purchase loans also helps explain why the FHA saw its default rates climb almost five years after its subprime competitors. For example, the FHA began insuring loans in more expensive markets after Congress temporarily doubled the maximum FHA loan limit in 2008 to $729,750, permitting the FHA to move into higher cost, less distressed neighborhoods in New York City, Washington, D.C., and parts of California. This change also helped provide an even larger cash infusion to the MMI Fund because premiums are calculated as a percentage of the loan’s total value.

Congress and HUD also did not immediately scale back the relaxed underwriting standards and down-payment assistance programs that had been a source of many troubled FHA loans leading up to the foreclosure crisis. Congress only began to alter down payment requirements in mid-2008 when it increased the required payment from 3% to 3.5% of the value of the property and prohibited seller-financed down-payment assistance. They also still insured “deep subprime”
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89. Id.
90. FHA FY 2008 Report, supra note 77, at i (“In FY 2007, FHA endorsed about 425,000 single-family loans. In FY 2008, FHA endorsed over 1.2 million loans . . . .”)
91. Streitfeld & Story, supra note 79 (reporting that Barney Frank, the Chairman of the House Financial Services Committee at the time, said this “was an effort to keep prices from falling too fast”).
92. In fact, in terms of total cash, the MMI Fund’s reserves increased by $125.5 billion in Fiscal Year 2008. FHA FY 2008 Report, supra note 77, at 4.
94. FHA FY 2008 Report, supra note 77, at i.
borrowers with credit scores as low as 580 and only required higher down payments for these borrowers beginning in 2010.\textsuperscript{96} Moreover, the FHA was still struggling to enforce its lender standards despite the flood of bad actors from the subprime market into the FHA market.\textsuperscript{97}

As a result, the FHA’s market share among home purchase loans continued to climb to a peak of “over 30 percent in the third quarter of fiscal year 2010”\textsuperscript{98} but the credit-worthiness of borrowers, underwriting standards and lender practices ensured these loans were some of the riskiest in the FHA’s portfolio. Meanwhile, even as the FHA doubled down on the housing market, the MMI Fund was continuing to pay out claims to lenders who were either offering loss mitigation tools or foreclosing on borrowers.

Though never on the brink of full insolvency like Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, by 2012, as its default rate continued to climb, the FHA was in the most precarious financial position in its history. The MMI Fund’s capital ratio was -1.44\%, a staggering drop far below the statutory requirement that it remain above 2\%.\textsuperscript{99} The Fund’s negative capital ratio did not mean the Fund itself was immediately insolvent. Still, a negative capital ratio of this magnitude gave rise to serious concerns that the Fund’s reserves and future earnings would not be adequate to cover insurance claims for increasingly distressed loans. The drop in the capital ratio mostly reflected “projected losses . . . [that were] particularly large for the fiscal year 2006–2009 loans.”\textsuperscript{100}

In terms of projected losses, the loans insured between 2006 and 2009 were the worst performing loans in the history of the FHA and eventually led to huge actual losses within the FHA’s portfolio, as seen in Figure 3.\textsuperscript{101}


\textsuperscript{97} See Thomas, supra note 70.


\textsuperscript{99} Id. at 6, 54. The capital ratio is the ratio of the Fund’s capital to its risks—here the total obligations. Id. at 6–7.

\textsuperscript{100} Id. at 6–7.

FIGURE 3

The FHA’s role in the immediate aftermath of the foreclosure crisis—acting as a backstop for the rapidly deteriorating housing market by refinancing subprime borrowers and dramatically increasing the volume of endorsements of new home purchase loans—is defended by some economists. Jared Bernstein, an economist who worked in the Obama administration, while acknowledging the FHA “exposed itself . . . to greater risk,” also concluded it was a critical “countercyclical” force that “helped stave off more foreclosures and even sharper declines in home prices.”102 The Center for American Progress also cited data from Moody’s Analytics finding that the FHA’s intervention “prevented home prices from dropping an additional 25 percent.”103

By the end of 2012, federal officials began actively considering bailing out the FHA with taxpayer funding.104 By 2013, the Obama administration’s proposed Fiscal Year 2014 budget estimated that the FHA would need to draw approximately $943 million from the treasury to bolster its reserves in anticipation of additional claims to meet it statutorily required capital ratio.105 The infusion of additional resources was required despite Congress having authorized various in-

103. Griffith, supra note 101.
creases to the up-front and annual premiums beginning in 2009.106 Finally, by September 2013, the FHA needed its first ever infusion of taxpayer resources, totaling $1.7 billion.107

E. Unwinding the FHA’s Portfolio of Delinquent Loans

Faced with rising delinquency rates and dwindling reserves, the government made a series of additional strategic choices as it sought to divest itself of delinquent loans. The FHA had three options when dealing with its increasing portfolio of delinquent loans. First, HUD could provide lenders insurance benefits from the MMI Fund to finance loss mitigation actions that would help borrowers avoid foreclosure.108 Second, HUD could take assignment of the loan, though upon holding the loan the government could not work with borrowers on its own to mitigate losses.109 Third, lenders could foreclose on the loan or use a “deed-in-lieu” transaction, triggering conveyance of title to the property to HUD after the government paid out insurance benefits to the lender.110

In keeping with its policy goal to serve as a countercyclical force during the initial stages of the crisis and to act as a bulwark for the nation’s housing market, the FHA hoped to encourage lenders to avoid the third legal option—foreclosures. Indeed, as Figure 4 demonstrates, foreclosure starts for FHA-insured loans only began to spike in 2012, and were kept relatively stable throughout the crisis even though default rates for FHA-insured loans increased dramatically beginning in 2010.111

107. See ElBoghdady, supra note 86.
110. § 1710(a)(1)(B)–(C).
111. For default rates, see supra Figure 2 and Bill McBride, LPS: Foreclosure Sales Declines in April, FHA Foreclosure Starts Increased Sharply, CalculatedRISK (May 31, 2012, 8:00 PM), http://www.calculatedriskblog.com/2012/05/lps-foreclosures-sales-declined-in.html.
Instead, the FHA used a combination of its two other options—lender initiated loss mitigation efforts and HUD accepting direct assignment of the mortgage—to handle the dramatic increase in delinquent loans. Under the government’s loss mitigation procedures, lenders were required to "take appropriate actions which can reasonably be expected to generate the smallest financial loss to the Department"112 and to negotiate with borrowers in default for at least ninety days.113 HUD regulations outlined several potential loss mitigation actions available to lenders including pre-foreclosure sales,114 partial claims,115 assumptions,116 special forbearance117 and mortgage modifications.118 Pre-foreclosure sales119 and assumptions120 were largely economically infeasible during the housing downturn. In addition, under its prior authority for paying out partial claims121 and special
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115. Id. § 203.414.
116. Id. § 203.512.
117. Id. § 203.471 & § 203.614.
118. Id. § 203.616.
119. Under any pre-foreclosure sale of an FHA-insured property, the lender had to purchase the property “at its current fair market value.” Id. § 203.370. Because property values suffered during the downturn, lenders were mostly unwilling to purchase loans pre-foreclosure because they would need to write down huge portions of the remaining principal when the amount of remaining debt far exceeded the property’s value upon default.
120. Put simply, in a historic downturn, very few potential borrowers were willing to assume delinquent FHA-insured loans with the full remaining principal.
121. Lenders could seek up to twelve months of “arrearage” or unpaid debt. Id. § 203.414. Though an attractive option for many lenders, FHA had “a high volume of
forbearance actions, the FHA could provide only temporary relief to severely delinquent borrowers.

Therefore, Congress authorized a separate two-step process incorporating both lender mitigation and HUD assignment when they extended the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) to FHA loans. First, delinquent FHA-insured borrowers and their lenders could privately agree to loan modifications in the short-term. Then, lenders could subsequently assign the loan to HUD. Under HAMP, the FHA could pay out “partial claims” from the MMI Fund that would both satisfy any delinquent debt and compensate lenders who modified the loan’s amortization period or the interest rate. In other words, the FHA could pay out insurance benefits through partial claims that would both bring the loan current and modify its terms in an effort to reduce monthly payments.

The legislation also expanded HUD’s assignment authority so the government could take assignment of a mortgage in order to “encourage loan modifications.” Still, assignment to HUD remained contingent on the borrower, who was previously “facing imminent default,” having “modified the mortgage to cure the default” in the short term, while maintaining “the reasonable ability . . . to pay” the remaining obligations in the long-term. FHA-HAMP was conceived as a program where the use of an expanded partial claims authority to modify loan terms ensured conditions for assignment could be satisfied.

Still, FHA-HAMP, like the HAMP program broadly, imposed real risks on the government. First, this subset of previously delinquent borrowers remained highly risky, so accepting assignment of the loans posed a real long-term financial risk for the government. Indeed, missing partial claim documents due to mortgagees’ failures to comply with HUD’s procedures.” U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., MORTGAGEE LETTER 2013-19 (2013).

122. Where default is “beyond the mortgagor’s control as defined by HUD,” the lender can forbear or refrain from collecting monthly payments. § 203.471 & § 203.614. This option primarily applied to borrowers who were unemployed. The forbearance period was initially four months until it was increased to last up to twelve months in July 2011. Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Hous. & Urban Dev., Obama Administration Offers Additional Mortgage Relief to Unemployed Homeowners (July 7, 2011), https://archives.hud.gov/news/2011/pr11-139.cfm.
124. Id. § 203(d).
125. Id.
borrowers remained at serious risk for re-default and foreclosure. \(^{127}\) Second, HUD incurred a series of costs when it needed to pay contractors to service modified loans and manage disposition efforts. Indeed, HUD had already experienced the impact of these costs in other contexts. In Fiscal Year 2012, to service and manage the disposition of foreclosed real-estate-owned (REO) properties, HUD found that “property management and marketing costs associated with the disposition of homes conveyed to typically cost approximately 12 percent of property values and thus increase the severity of loss for FHA.” \(^{128}\)

In summary, the FHA’s strategy for protecting delinquent borrowers relied heavily on paying out partial claims to lenders to finance short-term loan modifications, at which point the lenders could assign the loan to HUD. This process had real advantages. All parties could avoid foreclosure, the FHA could reduce the number of claims on the MMI Fund because it paid out only partial claims rather than full claims equivalent to the entire unpaid principal balance, and certain borrowers could temporarily remain in their homes. Between Fiscal Years 2012 and 2014, hundreds of thousands of loans were assigned to HUD through the FHA-HAMP program. \(^{129}\)

Still, from HUD’s perspective, three major issues remained. First, many severely distressed borrowers simply could not qualify for FHA-HAMP. \(^{130}\) Second, the primary legal option available to unwind these loans—foreclosure—was both disfavored as a matter of government policy, \(^{131}\) and lenders delayed entering the process. \(^{132}\) Importantly,

130. In part, this is because many severely distressed borrowers were unable to meet the requirement that forty percent of their monthly income be sufficient to cover a modified loan. See, e.g., Joseph Rebella, MFY Legal Servs., Inc., The FHA Waterfall Worksheet: A User’s Guide 11 (2014).
131. FHA FY 2014 Report, supra note 129, at 8 (noting a desire to “avoid foreclosure” as an “Agency Priority Goal” for the FHA).
132. Servicers tend to claim foreclosure delays were due to “new state laws that made foreclosure more time-consuming” or “ramped-up efforts to help borrowers.” Geoff Walsh, Nat’l Consumer Law Cent., Opportunity Denied: How HUD’s Note Sale Program Deprives Homeowners of the Basic Benefits of Their
these delays were also imposing real costs on the FHA, which was reimbursing servicers for fees arising from those delays when they paid out claims.\textsuperscript{133} Finally, government officials needed to both avoid the enormous default risks and shed the holding costs associated with managing the thousands of loans it now held pursuant to assignment agreements. HUD therefore fashioned a “third step” in the process to avoid being the holder of any mortgages for longer periods and to offload severely distressed loans that both could not qualify for FHA-HAMP and needed to avoid the foreclosure process. The FHA’s solution was the Distressed Asset Stabilization Program.

II.

THE DISTRESSED ASSET STABILIZATION PROGRAM

Part II of this Note discusses the Distressed Asset Stabilization Program. First, it discusses the program’s history, its emergence as HUD’s primary tool for liquidating delinquent FHA-insured mortgages, and its basic legal structure. Second, it discusses specific aspects of the program, including the bidding process and “post-sale” restrictions in more detail.

A. DASP: Background and History

The Single-Family Loan Sale (SFLS) Program was first established as a pilot in 2010.\textsuperscript{134} Using changes to its statutory authority initiated in 1998 and discussed in Part I of this Note, the program allows HUD to accept assignment of a distressed mortgage prior to foreclosure after payment of a partial claim.\textsuperscript{135} HUD then pools the distressed loans into one financial instrument and sells each pool after a sealed bid auction process. Prior to the bidding process, qualified purchasers must gain FHA approval and meet other net worth requirements. During the bidding process, HUD calculates a reserve price evaluating the underlying properties’ fair market value, and the government assesses bids against that reserve price.

\textsuperscript{133} OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., 2017-KC-0001, SINGLE-FAMILY MORTGAGE INSURANCE CLAIMS (2016).

\textsuperscript{134} FED. HOUS. ADMIN., U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., REPORT TO THE COMMISSIONER ON FHA SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALES 2 (2015) [hereinafter SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALES REPORT].

\textsuperscript{135} 12 U.S.C.A. § 1710(a)(1)(A) & (D) (West 2016).
Purchasers of the loans are bound by a “Conveyance, Assignment and Assumption Agreement” to a set of “post-sale requirements” that generally require semi-annual purchaser reporting, a brief foreclosure moratorium, and other affirmative obligations. Importantly, once a loan is sold, FHA insurance is removed from the loan because insurance benefits are paid on the claim. In addition, to benefit the MMI Fund, proceeds from the sales are used to “rebuild” the FHA’s reserves, and the “clearing of long foreclosure queues” reduces the Fund’s exposure to risks associated with paying out more expensive claims that incorporate costs from delayed foreclosures. From 2010 to 2012 “[a]pproximately 2,000 loans totaling $387 million in unpaid principal balance were sold.”

By 2012, as the FHA faced escalating defaults, HUD dramatically ramped up and amended its note sales program and renamed it the Distressed Asset Stabilization Program (DASP). DASP bifurcated the program and established two types of “pools” for loans—“national pools” and “Neighborhood Stabilization Outcome” (NSO) pools. National pools tend to include anywhere from 300 to 1,000 delinquent loans from a wide range of states. HUD also imposes fewer post-sale restrictions on investors who purchase national pools. Indeed, aside from servicing and reporting requirements, an agreement to avoid foreclosure for a limited period of time is the only requirement for buyers of national pool loans.

NSO pools include loans in “limited geographic areas” and impose more detailed post-sale servicing requirements and penalties for non-compliance. NSO pools tend to be populated with loans from
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136. See U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALE 2012-3: CONVEYANCE, ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT [hereinafter SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALE 2012-3].
139. Id. at 5.
141. Compare SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALE 2012-3, supra note 136 (providing the post-sale reporting requirements for national pool transactions), with U.S. DEP’T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., AGREEMENT NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION OUTCOME TARGET POOL MORTGAGE LOAN RIDER (providing additional requirements for neighborhood stabilization transactions).
142. SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALE 2012-3, supra note 136, at 15 (“The Purchaser(s) shall be required to avoid finalizing any foreclosure action for six months from the applicable Settlement Date for each Mortgage Loan that is owner occupied unless there are extenuating circumstances.”). Note that the requirement that purchasers suspend foreclosures was expanded from six months initially to a full year requirement in 2015.
states that use judicial foreclosure, in part because ongoing “robo-sig
143 nging” litigation had caused long delays which increased the risk of larger claims against the MMI Fund.144 Investors purchasing NSO pools must achieve “neighborhood stabilizing outcomes” including “re-performance, rental to a borrower, sale to an owner occupant, gift to a land bank, a loan payoff” or transfers to non-profits for at least fifty percent of the loans from a given pool.145 If more than fifty percent of the loan outcomes are not “neighborhood stabilizing,” penalties including remittances of foreclosure sale proceeds are triggered.146

By the end of 2015, 105,519 loans totaling $17.9 billion in unpaid principal had been sold by the FHA.147 In Fiscal Year 2014 alone, HUD sold more than 66,000 loans under DASP.148 As a comparison point, in August 2014, the FHA’s inventory of “Single Family Real Estate Owned (REO)” properties that had gone through a traditional foreclosure process and been conveyed to HUD but were awaiting disposition was at a “historic low” of 18,945 properties.149

After considerable criticism from Democrats in Congress,150 HUD tweaked the program in June 2016. Specifically, HUD further regulated which modifications investors were required to offer post-sale, altered procedures for notifying borrowers regarding the potential sale of their loan, and attempted to prioritize sales to local government and non-profit bidders.151

In the end, DASP signaled a purposeful shift in how the FHA would handle delinquent loans. In the past, the FHA had regulated mitigation efforts and, once those were exhausted, proceeded through

143. See infra note 201 and accompanying text.
144. Walsh, supra note 132, at 28. Indeed, Florida, New Jersey, Illinois, New York, and Ohio, all of which utilize judicial foreclosure, are the top five states with loans sold under the Distressed Asset Stabilization Program (DASP). SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALES REPORT, supra note 134, at 7.
145. SINGLE FAMILY LOAN SALES REPORT, supra note 134, at 5.
147. FHA FY 2014 REPORT, supra note 129, at 67.
148. Id.
149. Id.
the state foreclosure process prior to conveyance to the government and the payment of claims. Instead, DASP deferred to new, private investors who negotiated loan modifications and other foreclosure alternatives while the FHA was purposefully avoiding the lengthy judicial foreclosure process. In HUD’s view, DASP served two goals—“to maximize recoveries to the MMI Fund and, when possible, help borrowers avoid foreclosure.”152 The next two sections focus on the extent to which HUD achieved each of these goals.

B. The Bidding Process and Maximizing Taxpayer Recovery

The government claims DASP was designed to “maximize recoveries” to the FHA’s reserves by selling delinquent loans prior to foreclosure so that HUD could avoid “claim, holding and sales costs” associated with the REO process.153 In other words, HUD believed that the traditional foreclosure process led to more expensive insurance claims due to costs associated with holding and disposing of the property after conveyance to the government that were not incurred by HUD under DASP. Using HUD’s data and a set of other assumptions, the Urban Institute confirmed HUD’s hypothesis by comparing the average “loss rates” of loans under the two disposition programs. The Urban Institute found losses incurred by the MMI Fund for loans sold under DASP were eight percent lower than the traditional foreclosure and REO disposition process.154 Of course, one of the reasons the foreclosure process remained more expensive than DASP was HUD’s own failure to adequately police deadlines and hold lenders purposefully delaying the process accountable.155

The goal of the program, however, was to maximize recoveries for the reserve fund, not to simply outperform the foreclosure disposition process. Therefore, the amount raised at DASP auctions relative to post-DASP foreclosures may be the key variable, besides costs of holding and sales of the property. This Section reviews the bidding process and focuses on the limited number of investors who tend to purchase pools of delinquent loans under DASP. Because a limited number of firms dominate this consolidated market, the market-clearing price that purchasers pay for DASP loans might be inadequate relative to the fair market value of the underlying properties. Together, these conclusions demonstrate that the program’s design ensures HUD

152. LAURIE GOODMAN & DAN MAGDER, URBAN INST., SELLING HUD’S NONPERFORMING LOANS 3 (2016).
153. Id. at 4.
154. Id. at 4.
155. See generally OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 133.
might not be maximizing taxpayer recoveries. Instead, DASP tends to increase the returns of private investors. In the end, the traditional disposition process might have been more advantageous to taxpayers if the government had exercised some patience.

Like any attempt to dispose government property assets to private investors, “attracting too few bidders can cause inefficiently low bids” and the presence of a “dominant firm can dissuade other bidders from entering.” In addition, if the costs of entering the auction or winning the property is high, the problem of too few bidders can be especially acute. In this case, the costs of entry are quite high—investors seeking delinquent loans must have the capital not only to bid on the asset itself, but also to hold the asset and pay to service the loan or foreclose on the property on the back-end if they indeed provide the winning bid.

As a result, only a few dominant firms have entered the market for non-performing loans. Indeed, four firms—Lone Star Funds, Bayview Asset Management, The Corona Group, and Oaktree Capital Management—account for approximately fifty-two percent of the total number of loans sold since the program’s inception. Some of these firms have further consolidated their dominance as the program has expanded, in part because the number of loans in each pool has grown, making the total cost of an individual bid more expensive. For example, in one sale in November 2015, Bayview alone provided the winning bid for seventeen of the twenty-one pools of loans for which they were qualified to bid.

In addition, many of these funds or their staff have a long history investing in single-family residential mortgages and other forms of housing, including during the lead up to the foreclosure crisis. Bayview is minority-owned by The Blackstone Group, “the nation’s largest private landlord of rental houses.” Lone Star services assets through a subsidiary, Caliber Home Loans, whose senior leadership, when the fund was most active in DASP, had helped lead Country-

157. Id. at 175–76
159. Single Family Loan Sale Summary, supra note 140, at 1–5.
wide Financial\textsuperscript{161}—one of the worst originators of subprime products leading up to the crisis and a company that had been sued by the federal government for violating the Fair Housing Act.\textsuperscript{162} Efforts to include not-for-profits and local governments in the bidding process to reduce the dominance of private firms with targeted pools and training have, so far, been largely unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{163}

In part because of the limited number of investor participants, winning bids also tend to be dramatically lower than HUD’s own assessment of the “reserve price” or the current, fair market value of the properties securing the delinquent loans. For each pool, brokers evaluate the underlying properties to assign a “broker price opinion” (BPO) value that represents the “as is” value of the combined properties if they were sold within ninety days.\textsuperscript{164} In November 2015, most winning bids were only approximately fifty-five to sixty-five percent of the BPO values of the loans. The Urban Institute argues the “discount” between the fair market values of the underlying properties and the value of the DASP purchase price represents the value of the risk to investors associated with servicing costs and a potentially lengthy foreclosure process that, by the terms of the sale itself, could not be initiated within the ninety-day window embedded in the BPO value.\textsuperscript{165}

Of course, the overall “discount” amount cannot be fully accounted for using valuations of potential foreclosure or servicing expenses. Therefore, the Urban Institute further concludes that the discount, and the subsequent high rate of return received by these in-

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{161} Lone Star purchased most of its delinquent loans in 2014, when its CEO, CFO, COO, and Executive VP for Operations had all formerly worked for Countrywide.} Compare \textit{Single Family Loan Sales Report}, supra note 134, at 8 (citing 17,066 national pool loans purchased by Lone Star as of February 2015), with \textit{Single Family Post-Sale Report}, supra note 158 (citing that Lone Star had purchased 18,131 national pool loans as of January 2016); see also \textsc{Elliot Allen, Unite Here, Is Lone Star Funds Building a New Countrywide Financial?} (2015) (drawing parallels between the two companies).

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{162} United States v. Countrywide Fin. Corp., No. 2:11-cv-10540, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 150263, at *2 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 23, 2011) (noting that in 2006 the Federal Reserve Board determined it had reason to believe that Countrywide was violating the Fair Housing Act).}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{163} \textit{See, e.g., Fed. Hous. Admin., U.S. Dep’t of Hous. & Urban Dev., Single Family Loan Sale 2016-2 Sales Results Summary 3–21} (2015) (showing that three of the five “non-profit only” pools were not awarded due to a lack of bidders and the two successful non-profit bidders purchased the loan at an even steeper discount than their private counterparts).}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{164} \textit{Id.} at 1–4.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{165} \textit{See Goodman & Magder, supra note 152, at 12.}}
vestors, is simply the “price policymakers pay to tap into the capital . . . and expertise of the investors.”

HUD and the Urban Institute essentially argue that, despite this heavy discount, the market-clearing bidding prices remain a better option to save taxpayer money and maximize recoveries for the MMI Fund when compared to HUD’s traditional REO disposition process. That argument, with more data, might unravel easily and certainly several questions for future economic research remain. First, the suggestion that the discount represents the cost of foreclosure directly contradicts one of the central rationales of the program. Allowing taxpayers to avoid the foreclosure and servicing costs associated with a lengthy process was one of the purposes of the program. If, instead, the foreclosure and servicing costs are jointly priced into the private investor’s bid then taxpayers’ never gain this advantage from DASP’s alternative disposition process. Moreover, unlike an REO disposition process, the need to provide private investors with a healthy rate of return is also priced into the bid.

Two additional questions also warrant further economic analysis. First, with some patience and capital, taxpayers and HUD might have been able to secure the full fair market value of the property at a foreclosure sale rather than fifty-five to sixty-five percent of that value through a pre-foreclosure bidding process. Second, analysts might compare expenses incurred by the FHA associated with DASP relative to the traditional full foreclosure process. For example, HUD might have also avoided the new costs associated with administering DASP and avoided the extra costs associated with providing private investors a discount sufficient to gain a healthy return. Importantly, under both disposition options, HUD seems to incur at least some foreclosure or servicing costs—under DASP those costs are simply priced into the private bid whereas in the REO disposition process they are paid out directly.

In the end, though some “discount” is likely necessary to attract private capital, the bidding process is unquestionably dominated by only a few investors. Thus, the market clearing price for winning bids might be highly favorable for those investors compared to a hypothetical, more competitive market. Finally, DASP is therefore potentially failing to secure the full value of the assets it’s selling during the dis-

166. Id.
167. Id. at 3.
168. A private contractor, Verdi Asset Sales, administers the bidding process and, one can assume, also makes a profit on the contract. See About Us, VERDI ASSET SALES, http://www.verdiassetsales.com/?page_id=27 (last visited Feb. 9, 2017).
position process, ensuring it fails to meet the goal of maximizing recoveries to the MMI Fund over time, and may not even compare favorably to the potential recoveries under a traditional REO disposition process.

C. Impacts on Borrowers and the Adequacy of Post-Sale Requirements

The government claims the program was designed as a borrower-friendly alternative because the program ensures highly delinquent borrowers temporarily avoid foreclosure and instead might take advantage of a more flexible negotiation for loan mitigation alternatives.169 Still, the sale of a loan under DASP imposes serious consequences on borrowers. FHA-insured borrowers have the right to be considered for various mitigation options prior to foreclosure.170 Once a borrower exits the FHA program after a DASP sale, HUD guidelines regulating loss mitigation options no longer apply. HUD claims borrowers impacted by DASP are severely delinquent, “headed to foreclosure,” and have already exhausted all available “FHA prescribed loss mitigation” options.171

News accounts, however, have reported that many borrowers were still negotiating loan modifications with their original servicer when their loan was sold under DASP.172 In part, this confusion reflects troubling timing issues. After all, FHA defaults began to spike in 2010.173 However, the FHA revised its loss mitigation guidelines, including FHA-HAMP, in 2012 to make the tools more generous to

169. See infra Section II.B.
170. See supra notes 112–122 and accompanying text.
171. SINGLE FAMILY POST-SALE REPORT, supra note 158, at 1.
172. See, e.g., Jared Bennett, The Government Is Selling Thousands of Homes to Hedge Funds Without Their Owners’ Knowledge, ATLANTIC (Sept. 23, 2015), https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/09/the-government-is-selling-thousands-of-homes-to-hedge-funds-without-their-owners-knowledge/406771/ (reporting the story of a man whose loan was sold under DASP even though his original servicer, Bank of America, acknowledged receiving a “signed agreement needed to finalize the modification” of his loan); Matthew Goldstein, As Banks Retreat, Private Equity Rushes to Buy Troubled Home Mortgages, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 29, 2015, at A1 (reporting the story of a family in Ohio that was “working with JP Morgan Chase on a loan modification when their mortgage was sold to Lone Star” in a DASP auction); Jessica Silver-Greenberg & Michael Corkery, Sale of Federal Mortgages to Investors Puts Greater Burden on Blacks, Suit Says, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 15, 2016, at A15 (reporting the story of a man who had “been working with a servicing company to get a modification but was caught by surprise when his mortgage was sold to a private investor”).
173. See Demyanyk & Kolliner, supra note 61 (showing default rates over time).
borrowers. The revisions were promulgated at around the same time DASP was expanded. Some original FHA servicers were then assessing delinquent borrowers for modifications under the new guidelines while also initiating sales under DASP arguing they had exhausted tools available under the old guidelines.

Some additional process might have also helped solve this problem. HUD does not require that the original servicer, or the FHA, provide notice to the borrower when they plan to sell their loan using DASP. As a result, borrowers are not told they will be terminated from the FHA program until after the sale has occurred. During the foreclosure crisis, a lack of transparency within the mortgage transfer system and the failure to put borrowers on notice regarding which parties owned their loan was frequently cited as a real problem for homeowners seeking to utilize modification tools. In this case, some of the confusion regarding whether a borrower had actually “exhausted” all of the available FHA mitigation tools might stem from borrowers not receiving adequate notice that their relationship with the original servicer and the FHA had terminated. Indeed, borrowers were then unable to object to a sale if they were still negotiating with the original servicer.

Still, in HUD’s view, selling the loan to a new servicer and “removing the requirements associated with FHA insurance” helped “provide servicers a wider range of loss mitigation options.” HUD essentially believed the new lenders, after purchasing the loans for a price significantly lower than the unpaid principal during the bidding process, might be more willing to agree to principal reductions. On the other hand, FHA loss mitigation “requirements” were designed to protect borrowers from accepting unfair terms that diverged from the program’s original mission. Indeed, the eventual modification offers made available to borrowers by private investors make clear why the FHA had previously regulated the process.
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Lone Star Funds, the largest purchaser of DASP loans, essentially offers via their form agreement a version of an adjustable rate, sub-prime product as a modification. During a five year “Reduction Period” borrowers can temporarily secure a lower or teaser interest rate and make lower monthly “interest only” payments. Lone Star was not offering a reduction in the overall loan principal so that, after the Reduction Period, the “interest rate will revert[,] . . . your payment may increase,” and the lender has the right to adjust payments to collect the remaining principal. Finally, after the Reduction Period, the servicer is no longer bound by the twelve-month foreclosure moratorium required under the terms of the DASP sale. Many servicers utilized this model with even shorter one-year teaser periods. This framework had the advantage of providing lenders’ some capital in the form of monthly payments while securing enough time to satisfy the foreclosure moratorium without providing any real relief to borrowers. For one borrower, a DASP servicer offered a temporary reduction in the interest rate but would have required a $30,342 balloon payment at the end of the term. HUD’s own data bears out this trend. Indeed, “rate reductions” were by far the most common modification type, while only approximately thirty-eight percent of the modifications forgave any principal.

Moreover, if borrowers falter under the modified terms of the loan, these investors often provide very limited protections. Bayview is the second largest purchaser of DASP loans. Under the terms of their form modification agreement, if the homeowner defaults on a single payment, they must give up the property “immediately through a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure or short sale” even though many DASP borrowers live in judicial foreclosure states. Ironically, these same borrowers had paid higher premiums because the guarantee of FHA insurance, for decades, helped lenders provide favorable terms like full amortization, a fixed interest rate and consistent monthly payments. Then, when loans were delinquent, the FHA and private investors were essentially stripping those benefits from borrowers through the operation of DASP.

HUD’s recent changes to DASP in June 2016 attempted to police these abuses. Now, post-sale, investors must first “consider offering”
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principal forgiveness to borrowers.\textsuperscript{187} The new servicer is under no actual obligation to reduce principal in line with the investors’ purchase price. They are only obligated to “consider” principal reduction. In addition, new servicers cannot increase the interest rate for the first five years.\textsuperscript{188} After the five-year period, lenders then can only increase the interest rate by one percent per year.\textsuperscript{189} These changes, however, largely fail to adequately prevent the predatory terms offered by Lone Star and others. After all, Lone Star was already offering a lower “teaser” interest rate for a five-year period while HUD’s changes require only that servicers not increase borrowers’ rates for that same period of time.\textsuperscript{190} In other words, companies like Lone Star were already in compliance with portions of the new modification requirements. Still, the changes provide some relief to borrowers to the extent the interest rate can no longer immediately revert back to the original rate and instead servicers must steadily increase the interest rate by only one percent each year.\textsuperscript{191}

Most importantly, the vast majority of DASP borrowers never even secure a loan modification and most still lose their home. If a borrower agrees to a modification, HUD classifies the loan as “re-performing with loan modification” for the purposes of post-sale reporting.\textsuperscript{192} As of January 2016, only 9.9\% of the total loans sold under DASP fit into this category.\textsuperscript{193} On the other hand, more than 34\% had gone through the foreclosure process.\textsuperscript{194} Similarly, purchasers conducted a short sale for 9\% of DASP loans and borrowers provided a “deed-in-lieu of foreclosure” for 6.7\% of the loans.\textsuperscript{195} Less frequently,
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purchasers might rent the property to the borrower (2.2%), agree to a forbearance (0.5%), or the loan is “paid in full” (0.9%).

In the end, for approximately seventy-seven percent of the “resolved” DASP loans, new servicers never modify the loan or provide borrowers the opportunity to stay in their homes. Instead, the new servicers secure title to the property through foreclosure, short sale, or the deed-in-lieu of foreclosure process. Therefore, most lenders are essentially purchasing loans during the bidding process for fifty-five to sixty-five percent of their current total fair market value and then, soon after, selling those same properties or renting them on the open market. HUD is supposed to impose penalties on purchasers of NSO pool purchasers if less than fifty percent of the loans satisfy certain criteria. However, “re-performance” criteria is defined so that lenders can accept payments on modified or unmodified loans for only six months, sell the property to an owner-occupant or rent out the property for three years, and still satisfy the neighborhood stabilizing post-sale requirements. In other words, temporary modifications or merely accepting payments for a six-month period during the foreclosure moratorium may be sufficient to meet the watered-down NSO requirements. As a result, penalties rarely apply despite investors’ failure to provide borrowers with long-term, stabilizing outcomes.

It’s worth probing, then, why HUD sees DASP as a “borrower-friendly” alternative to the traditional process of REO sales after a foreclosure. HUD’s explanation might be to rely on the notion that these borrowers were on the precipice of foreclosure so that any program where a single borrower secured another outcome was a “friendly alternative.” On the other hand, HUD might have better served borrowers by expanding eligibility and financing for modifications using its partial claims authority and FHA-HAMP. This program could have reached a similar percentage of borrowers relative to modifications negotiated under DASP (9.9%). Moreover, the actual terms of the FHA-HAMP modifications would have been more favorable than the predatory terms offered by many new servicers. Finally, this option might have also been more cost-effective for the MMI Fund than DASP if the value of the partial claim needed to finance the FHA-HAMP modification was lower than the value of the DASP “discount” amount for a given loan.
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In addition, judicial foreclosure or a more centralized HUD-initiated alternative dispute resolution process might have ensured borrowers greater protection from lender and servicer abuses during the disposition process than decentralizing negotiations and permitting lenders to require deed-in-lieu of foreclosure or short sale transactions.\textsuperscript{199} In the end, the best case scenario for DASP borrowers tended to lock predominantly moderate income, African-American or Hispanic homeowners into loan terms through an unregulated modification process. Even more often, DASP ensured private investors could eventually conduct deed-in-lieu or other foreclosure transactions so that they secured title to a property with a significantly higher market value than the discounted purchase price they paid for the loan during the bidding process. Meanwhile, while these private investors reaped a healthy return, HUD had still paid full claims out of the MMI Fund to the original servicer upon assignment.

III. THE CONSEQUENCES OF TWO DECADES OF FHA DECISION-MAKING

A. Eroding Judicial Foreclosure and FHA Borrower Protections

As Part II elucidates, the FHA’s decision to utilize DASP eroded long-standing doctrine and practices meant to protect struggling, delinquent borrowers. First, HUD’s loan sales predominantly sought to address long-standing delays in judicial foreclosure states that had inflated the government’s risk of expensive claims on the MMI Fund.\textsuperscript{200} Courts in many judicial foreclosure states were certainly struggling to keep up with a backlog of cases at the height of the crisis. In part, however, these delays derived from efforts by the judicial branch to police lender abuses. During a judicial foreclosure proceeding in Maine, an employee at GMAC Mortgage, later re-branded as Ally Financial, admitted during a deposition to engaging in “robo-signing”—signing foreclosure documents for thousands of borrowers without sufficient review.\textsuperscript{201} Subsequent to this deposition in 2010, Ally, JP
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Morgan Chase, and Bank of America—three of the largest mortgage servicers in the country—“announced they were halting foreclosures” in “Florida and 22 other states that require foreclosure to go before a judge.”202 In the end, the procedural check imposed by judicial foreclosure helped expose substantive, abusive lender practices. Eventually, claims arising out of those same practices led to the “largest joint federal-state civil settlement ever obtained.”203

In other words, when DASP short-circuited judicial foreclosure, borrowers were forced to litigate against the new investor that purchased their loan from HUD rather than against their original servicer. In some cases, the change in lender meant a borrower’s prior defenses to foreclosure were no longer available.204 As a result, during the height of the crisis, DASP blocked some borrowers from exercising their right to use the judicial process in order to protect themselves from a wide-range of lender initiated violations.

Second, when loans were sold through DASP, borrowers also exited the FHA insurance program. As a result, despite having paid premiums, many borrowers were stripped of protections embedded in the program. Indeed, FHA-insured lenders were required by statute to “engage in loss mitigation actions” regulated by HUD and borrowers paid for the federal guarantee of insurance in part to secure fairer
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204. For example, in many states, borrowers with an FHA-insured mortgage can raise a lender’s failure to comply with HUD regulations governing the loss mitigation process as a defense to foreclosure. See, e.g., Palma v. J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, 208 So. 3d 771, 775 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2016); J.P. Morgan Chase v. Hodge, No. 121004422, 2014 Phila. Ct. Com. Pl. LEXIS 129, at *12 (2014). However, when a new lender purchases the note through DASP, HUD regulations related to the mandatory loss mitigation process are no longer applicable. See supra notes 171–172 and accompanying text. Thus, even if the DASP purchaser or the prior lender failed to comply with HUD regulations before initiating foreclosure, the borrower subsequently could not raise this issue as a defense because the regulations were no longer applicable.
mortgage terms. Many borrowers, when their loan was sold under DASP, lost these benefits without notice or the opportunity to contest whether lenders had actually negotiated loan modifications in good faith. As a result, some borrowers have alleged DASP violated their “right to due process under the Fifth Amendment.” Moreover, after the sale of their loan, previously FHA-insured borrowers were forced to accept or decline offers for loan modifications with unfair terms like balloon payments and adjustable rates that were antithetical to the FHA’s statutory requirements.

Section I.B of this Note described the reliance of African American and Hispanic homeowners on FHA-insured loan products, and the FHA’s response to the increasing market share of subprime products in these communities prior to the foreclosure crisis. HUD’s own analysis of the FHA insurance program’s market share between 1993 and 2009, broken down by race and ethnicity, bears out these trends. Overall, African American and Hispanic homeowners have almost always been responsible for a higher share of FHA originations relative to white borrowers, except between approximately 2003 and 2007, when subprime products dominated these markets. Importantly, as Figure 5 demonstrates, beginning in 2008 and 2009, the
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FHA’s market share within “especially the minority home purchase mortgage market, dramatically” rebounded to pre-crisis levels.”

Figure 5

FHA-insured loans that originated after the subprime market collapse, especially in 2008, were significantly more likely to be rapidly delinquent by the time DASP was established. Inevitably, FHA-insured borrowers whose loans were sold under DASP were disproportionately more likely to be African American or Hispanic homeowners because this population had consistently over the previous two decades relied on the FHA more than their white counterparts. Moreover, the pool of delinquent loans sold under DASP included mostly recently originated loans, a pool of loans that disproportionately included African American and Hispanic homeowners who turned to the FHA after the government’s subprime competitors collapsed.

Recently, litigants filed a lawsuit in the Eastern District of New York, Washington v. U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development, alleging HUD’s administration of DASP violated the Fair Housing Act in two ways. First, they claim DASP had a “disparate
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impact on African-American homeowners and predominantly African-American neighborhoods in New York City.”216 Second, they argue HUD breached its “affirmative duty” to consider the impact of the program and to “administer [it] . . . in a manner affirmatively to further” fair housing.217 This Note briefly discusses both claims separately.

I. Disparate Impact and DASP

First, the Fair Housing Act (“the Act”) makes it “unlawful” to “refuse to sell or rent . . . or otherwise make unavailable or deny a dwelling” because of an individual’s “race, color, national origin” or other protected characteristics.218 The Supreme Court recently affirmed the availability of disparate impact claims under the Act. To succeed on a disparate impact claim, plaintiffs must show a policy or practice has a “disproportionately adverse effect” on African American renters and that the policy or practice is “otherwise unjustified by a legitimate rationale.”219 The Court established a three-part burden shifting framework similar to the framework used for disparate impact claims in the employment discrimination context.220 First, a plaintiff must “make a prima facie showing” that a “challenged practice caused or predictably will cause a discriminatory effect.”221 Importantly, statistical discrepancies alone are insufficient to establish a prima facie case if that discrepancy is “caused by factors other than the defendant’s policy.”222 This “robust causality requirement” is designed to prevent litigants from attempting to “second-guess . . . reasonable approaches.”223

The Washington plaintiffs will likely have difficulty establishing a prima facie case given the Supreme Court’s strict definition of the parameters of this “robust causality requirement.” Recently, the Court
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held in *City of Miami v. Bank of America Corp.* that “foreseeability alone does not ensure the required close connection that proximate cause requires.” Instead, plaintiffs must establish some “direct relation between the injury asserted and the injurious conduct alleged.” The Court also hinted that plaintiffs in complex cases with large defendants like *City of Miami* or *Washington* may struggle to establish those direct relationships because courts are assessing a “housing market [that] is interconnected with economic and social life” so that misconduct may “be expected to cause ripples of harm far beyond the defendant’s misconduct.” Indeed, fearing a high degree of complexity in future Fair Housing Act cases, the Court held in *City of Miami* that the statute was never intended to “provide a remedy wherever those ripples travel.”

The Court’s reference to a complex, interconnected housing market demonstrates how difficult it will be to parse out responsibility for the harms caused by individual troubled loans from larger pools of loans. Indeed, courts will likely be unable to determine in the DASP context whether the lender, the borrower, or HUD, the actor who pooled the loans, are ultimately the “robust” or direct cause of the alleged impacts.

In the *Washington* case, the plaintiffs essentially cite two separate sources for DASP’s disparate impact on borrowers. First, they argue the government’s sale of the loan ensures borrowers lose the benefits of FHA insurance, including the guarantee of favorable terms and loss mitigation programs regulated by HUD. Second, they argue DASP purchasers, by favoring foreclosure and offering loan modifications with unfair terms, also impose a set of costs on borrowers including a net increase in mortgage payments. Jointly, the plaintiffs argue these actions ensure “African American neighborhoods will become less stable.”

Some of the impacts plaintiffs allege are at least directly caused by private investors rather than HUD. Admittedly, plaintiffs could argue those impacts are indirectly caused by HUD’s failure to enforce or require sufficient post-sale borrower protections on loan purchasers. However, the alleged impacts from HUD’s direct action—selling the
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loan—might then be considered separately from the effects that result from other parties’ actions, including the private investor renegotiating loan terms in bad faith or foreclosing on the property. The plaintiffs did add one investor, Lone Star (by way of its subsidiary, Caliber), as a defendant in the Washington suit.231

Similarly, courts might assume a subset of individual, foreclosed loans within a DASP pool are the primary cause of neighborhood destabilization impacts. However, various parties may bear direct responsibility for those impacts, including the individual delinquent borrower, the original servicer, or an investor not included in the claim. Moreover, because other loans in that same pool “re-performed,” HUD might argue the government’s design of the pool ultimately is not the robust or direct cause of the alleged impacts.

At the second stage, defendants then have “leeway to state and explain the valid interest served by their policies.”232 If a given policy was “necessary to achieve a valid interest,” then defendants can maintain the policy in part because the Act is “not an instrument to force housing authorities to reorder their priorities.”233 In this case, HUD might argue their ultimate priority, bolstering the MMI Fund, was a “valid interest” and disposition of loans through DASP was ultimately “necessary” given the financial situation faced by the FHA.234

Lastly, at the third stage, plaintiffs succeed if they can demonstrate this valid interest “could be served by ‘another practice that has a less discriminatory effect.’”235 As described in Section II.B above, DASP likely failed to maximize taxpayer recoveries so that a range of other alternatives, including the traditional REO process, might have better served HUD’s interest. Still, considering the disproportionate racial and ethnic makeup of the delinquent loans, any alternative disposition process would likely have had some disparate impact on African-American homeowners and neighborhoods. On the other hand, perhaps a traditional REO process, which by definition utilizes borrower foreclosure protections and is governed by HUD’s regulations for loan modifications, might have had less discriminatory effect than DASP.
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2. Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing and DASP

The Fair Housing Act also mandates that HUD “administer the programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the policies” of the Act.236 HUD’s affirmative duty to further fair housing has been interpreted to require that the Secretary, at a minimum “consider the impact” of a proposed action “on the racial composition of the surrounding neighborhoods.”237

Still, the standard of review generally disfavors plaintiffs who claim HUD breached this affirmative duty. Indeed, courts must only determine whether HUD’s consideration was “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion or otherwise not in accordance with the law.”238 Still, in cases where “the administrative record contains no information” or HUD fails to provide “any analysis or discussion” of the fair housing impact of a proposed action aside from a “conclusory statement” and “some data on the recent trends,” courts have been willing to hold that HUD acted arbitrarily and capriciously.239

In the end, at the time of the writing of this Note, HUD had filed a motion arguing for dismissal of the Washington claim on standing grounds as well as on the grounds that plaintiffs “have not and cannot establish any plausible let alone ‘robust’ chain of causation.”240 Meanwhile, the parties also agreed to stipulate as to which information secured through ongoing discovery would be kept confidential and under protective order.241 Even if the Fair Housing Act claims are not cognizable in the Washington litigation, the statistical disparity and the makeup of the FHA and DASP loan portfolio undoubtedly suggests that the borrowers impacted by the program were disproportionately African American and Hispanic.
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B. Providing Dominant Investors Concentrated Positions in Distressed Communities’ Housing Market

President Theodore Roosevelt, the ultimate enforcer of antitrust and anti-monopoly laws, proposed one over-arching governing principle to deal with the “evils of excessive overcapitalization.”242 In his view, the government should endeavor “not so much to prevent consolidation as such, but to supervise and control it as to see that it results in no harm to the people.”243 Since then, “when it comes to concentrated holdings that threaten competition or that could otherwise dominate markets, the government’s responsibility to protect against these evils of amassed holdings of property . . . is generally accepted.”244 Indeed, the nation’s homesteading laws, and the decentralized distribution of smaller plots to families rather than the highest bidder, “served as a hedge against property becoming overly concentrated in the hands of industrial employers and land barons.”245

Paradoxically, DASP’s design ensured that only a limited number of dominant, highly capitalized firms246 could purchase concentrated property holdings. First, HUD aggregated loans previously serviced by several lenders and secured by thousands of individual properties and sold the pooled delinquent loans to a single high bidder. Later, in many cases, these firms then secured title to the properties through foreclosure or other transactions rather than modifying loan terms.247 Moreover, using NSO pools, a single firm could purchase thousands of loans in even more limited geographies and smaller neighborhood housing markets. In a sense, HUD was assembling a kind of monopoly in single-family homes in smaller housing markets and selling it to hedge funds and private equity investors.

Indeed, for many institutional firms this was a purposeful investment strategy. In the “historically . . . fragmented” rental market, “institutional interest increased meaningfully as the large foreclosure and nonperforming loan inventory resulting from the 2008–2009 financial crisis created the possibility for large-scale investments and attractive economics.”248 While the risk of institutional consolidation in the
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overall national housing market is limited. DASP permitted some firms to move into smaller, distressed geographies and begin to dominate the housing market.

For example, approximately 3800 loans in Baltimore, Maryland and neighboring counties have been sold under DASP. Two firms—Bayview Asset Management, the Blackstone subsidiary discussed in Section II.B above, and Oaktree Capital Management, a hedge fund based in California—have purchased virtually all of these loans through neighborhood stabilization pools. Blackstone has also financed the purchase of other properties in the Baltimore area. Meanwhile, HUD estimates demand in the Baltimore metropolitan area between April 1, 2016 and April 1, 2019 will require the supply of 11,085 home purchase units and 8650 rental units. In other words, Oaktree and Blackstone are well positioned, assuming they take title to the properties secured by the DASP loans, to potentially dominate the Baltimore area housing market. Importantly, the Baltimore metropolitan area is approximately twenty-six percent African-American, much higher than the nationwide average of twelve percent. Moreover, the City of Baltimore suffered tremendously from

249. Id. at 4 (“Despite increased institutional investment following the 2008–2009 financial crisis and the subsequent increase in foreclosures, the single-family rental market in the U.S. remains fragmented, dominated by smaller investors and so-called ‘mom and pop’ owners.”).


the subprime virus. Indeed, the City sued subprime lenders in 2011 alleging they “deliberately steered African-American borrowers . . . into more onerous subprime loans . . . [so borrowers] became unable to make the more demanding payments . . . [which] caused foreclosures and eventual vacancies” in the City in 2011. In some sense, then, we see the foreclosure crisis coming full circle. Homeowners in communities that were previously targeted by subprime lenders are now burdened by housing markets dominated by organized money in a different form—institutional investors with consolidated holdings.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Part IV provides eight recommendations based on the findings explored in this Note. In general, these recommendations detail how the FHA might learn from the foreclosure crisis in anticipation of a future housing downturn. The note also recommends that HUD make more specific changes to the design and operation of DASP.

A. The FHA Should Define Its Ultimate Policy Objectives During Housing Downturns

The FHA struggled to balance its three competing policy objectives during the housing downturn and the subsequent recovery. Prior to the foreclosure crisis, FHA-led efforts to promote homeownership generally imposed more risk on the insurance program. Similarly, during the crisis, when the FHA was acting as a countercyclical backstop and a stabilizing force for the national housing market, the agency also insured increasingly riskier mortgages. DASP’s dueling goals reflected these competing priorities. On the one hand, DASP sought to maximize taxpayer recoveries to limit risks in the MMI Fund. On the other hand, DASP also sought to avoid foreclosure and stabilize the market generally. In the end, during a historic downturn, these objectives were in stark tension, which led to shifty policymaking.

Before the next downturn, the FHA should more clearly articulate its chief policy objectives. For example, if the government plans to use FHA insurance to stabilize the national housing market, then Congress must also be willing to exercise patience and temporarily
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ease requirements related to taking on riskier loans while financing claims. Otherwise, if the FHA’s ultimate objective is to serve as a safe insurer for lenders, then the agency should strictly regulate efforts to promote homeownership that might also impose greater risk on its reserves.

B. The FHA Should Always Maintain Lending Standards and Police Fraud

Before the foreclosure crisis, to compete with subprime products, the FHA insured riskier borrowers after undermining long-standing underwriting standards and establishing an overly generous down-payment assistance program. Moreover, after severe cuts to the agency’s staff, the FHA failed to regulate lenders or police a wide range of abuses including outright mortgage fraud, a migration of troubled subprime lenders to the FHA market, and the illegal provision of seller-financed down-payment assistance. In the future, even if alternative products temporarily capture greater market share, the FHA should maintain its lending standards and instead rely on a robust regulatory structure to avoid, once again, taking on the worst-performing book of mortgages in its history.

C. Scholars Should Conduct Further Economic Research Analyzing Whether DASP Maximizes Taxpayer Recoveries Relative to the Traditional Foreclosure Process

HUD and the Urban Institute claim the average “loss rates” for FHA-insured loans sold under DASP were lower than the losses incurred by the MMI Fund under the traditional foreclosure and REO disposition process. In part, they argue DASP compares favorably to the traditional process because HUD avoids long-term foreclosure, servicing, and holding costs associated with the traditional process. On the other hand, the Urban Institute acknowledges the “discount” provided to DASP investors—meaning the difference between the fair market value of properties underlying DASP loans and the price at which those loans are actually sold—evidently includes those same costs after they have been priced into investors’ bids. Moreover, the discount also includes a healthy rate of return for private investors, a cost that HUD would avoid if they did not rely on DASP to dispose of
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the loans. In the end, more economic research is necessary to determine whether DASP maximizes taxpayer recoveries relative to the traditional REO disposition process.

D. HUD Should Change DASP’s Design to Increase the Number of Bidders

Currently only a few dominant firms, with a long history investing in single-family residential mortgages, bid on DASP loans.262 HUD’s failure to design a competitive market for DASP loans ensures a lower market clearing price for each pool of loans. So far, efforts to increase the number of participants, including by providing local governments and non-profits the opportunity to participate, have been unsuccessful.263 HUD should instead invest in efforts to lower barriers to entry, including by educating other investors and by reducing costs associated with entering the DASP auction. In addition, HUD should consider reducing the aggregate number of loans in each pool so that smaller firms can be confident they have the capital to both purchase the assets and then subsequently manage the properties after providing the winning bid.

E. HUD Should Provide Notice to Borrowers Before Loans Are Sold Under DASP

Technically, borrowers impacted by DASP must have already exhausted all potential loss mitigation options with their original lender. However, many DASP borrowers have argued their loan was sold under DASP even as they continued to negotiate with a prior servicer. In part, this confusion reflects timing issues, including the implementation of FHA-initiated revisions to their loss mitigation tools that occurred at the same time as the expansion of DASP.264 Currently, borrowers are not told they will be terminated from the FHA program or that their loan will be sold under DASP until after the sale has occurred. By providing additional process, including notifying borrowers prior to any sale that their loan is about to be sold under DASP, HUD could avoid this problem and instead provide an opportunity for borrowers to object to any sale. Then, borrowers could articulate why they believe all mitigation options have not been exhausted during a proceeding with their lender and HUD prior to any sale.
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F. HUD Should Impose Stricter Post-Sale Requirements on DASP Investors

HUD has only barely regulated the modification terms private investors can offer to borrowers after purchasing a loan under DASP. Thus, investors often offer rigid, predatory terms. For example, many investors will offer a low initial monthly teaser rate for the duration of the required foreclosure moratorium but then impose adjustable rates and balloon payments in the long-term. In addition, investors rarely reduce the loans’ principal even though they tend to purchase the loan at a steep discount under DASP. Recent efforts to alter the post-sale negotiating position of lenders and borrowers are largely insufficient to address these issues. HUD should instead consider mandating principal reduction and categorically prohibiting lenders from offering unsustainable adjustable interest rates. HUD might also consider requiring that investors and borrowers enter a dispute resolution process with a neutral mediator so that both parties are able to bargain effectively and have equal leverage during negotiations over post-sale modifications.

G. HUD Should Redefine “Re-Performance” for Neighborhood Stabilization Pools

Technically, fifty percent of the loans sold under NSO pools must “re-perform” for purchasers to avoid penalties like the remittance of foreclosure sale proceeds. Currently, though, HUD’s “re-performance” criteria are watered-down so that merely adhering to the foreclosure moratorium may be sufficient. To ensure that outcomes are truly “neighborhood stabilizing” in the long-term, HUD might consider mandating that investors meet stricter benchmarks, including reducing principal and negotiating fair modifications for a certain percentage of loans. Moreover, systematic analysis of each pool by HUD staff could help ensure data on re-performance provided by lenders remains accurate and not misleading.

H. HUD Should Protect Against Investors Securing Consolidated Holdings in Markets

Currently, under DASP, many investors have been able to secure concentrated holdings in single-family residential properties in dis-
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tressed markets. HUD should consider altering its eligibility criteria for certain pools of loans and excluding firms that have already purchased thousands of loans in that metropolitan area. Alternatively, HUD could also sell smaller pools of loans to protect against a single firm placing the winning bid on every loan in each market. Either way, HUD should regularly review the geographic distribution of the loans it sells under DASP and similar note sales programs conducted by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to prevent against the very real risk that one or two investors will dominate the housing market in concentrated, distressed geographies like Baltimore.

CONCLUSION

When it was established in 1934, the Federal Housing Administration was tasked with two purposes—to administer a “system of mutual mortgage insurance” and to “encourage improvement in housing standards and conditions” for middle-income homeowners.269 Leading up to the foreclosure crisis, the FHA undermined its mission by lowering its lending standards and inadequately policing against predatory lenders. When the bubble burst, the FHA acted as a countercyclical force, taking on additional distressed borrowers in an effort to stem the housing market’s collapse. Still, when defaults within the FHA’s loan portfolio spiked, these choices imposed an unsustainable risk on the FHA’s reserves, placing the agency in the most precarious financial position in its history.

Beginning in 2012, however, the FHA established the Distressed Asset Stabilization Program, an alternative disposition process to deal with the growing number of insured, delinquent loans. DASP pooled these loans and sold them through an auction process mostly to private equity and hedge fund investors. The program was supposed to both maximize recoveries for the FHA’s reserves and provide borrowers an alternative to foreclosure. In the end, this Note argues, DASP’s bidding process might have failed to maximize recoveries because a few dominant firms set a lower market-clearing price with discounts that reflected both the price of foreclosure and a high rate of return for private investors. Second, DASP undermined borrower protections by short-circuiting the judicial foreclosure process and failing to ensure long-term, stabilizing post-sale modifications or other favorable outcomes.

Finally, though Fair Housing Act claims are unlikely to be successful, because of the racial and ethnic makeup of both the FHA’s

broader portfolio and the delinquent loans sold through DASP in particular, there is little question that the costs of DASP were imposed predominantly on African American and Hispanic neighborhoods. For some of these neighborhoods, DASP also exacerbated a larger problem by ensuring the dominance of institutional investors over their housing markets after the foreclosure crisis. Many of these lessons, and the recommendations that flow from them, are useful benchmarks as the DASP model expands into other policy domains. Indeed, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac’s Non-Performing Loan Sales program, and proposals to sell student loan assets to private investors in return for modifications, both borrow elements of DASP. In designing these other efforts to dispose of government-insured, individually held debt and property, the federal government should carefully examine DASP’s outcomes.

Policy-makers largely ignored the rising threat to the FHA portfolio posed by the subprime virus and, perhaps justifiably, made the FHA’s financial position worse by having the agency act as a countercyclical force. Later, as George Packer warned, “organized money” in the form of dominant institutional investors successfully stepped in to finally “unwind” one of President Roosevelt’s most lasting institutions—the federally insured mortgage for lower and middle-income homeowners.270 In the end, the government successfully shored up its reserves and investors made a healthy return, but distressed borrowers in predominantly African American and Hispanic neighborhoods will likely continue to bear the costs absent policy reform.
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